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Blue-Tooth Necklace

1 Prepare the needle with 1.8m of single thread with a keeper bead
10cm from the end. Add a clasp bead as shown in the Straighttry different patterns of long and
Stringing instructions (fig 1).
short teeth (see the necklace made
2 Thread on 2S and 1C. Repeat this sequence until the row is long
with the Shiny Patchwork Mix below)
enough for your neck - make sure you have used an odd number of
C beads.
3 Add a bead loop to the end as in the Straight-Stringing instructions (fig 2).
4 Find the middle C bead and count 8C back towards the needle.
Pass the needle through the beads of the long row to emerge from
this 8th C bead.
5 Thread on 1S, 1C and 1S. Pass through the 8th C bead in the same
direction as before to make the first tooth (fig g).
6 Pass through the next 2S
and 1C on the main row. Referring to the ladder stitch
instructions add 1C to this C
bead on the main string. Add
fig h
fig g
fig i
1S, 1C and 1S to this new C
bead as in step 5 (fig h). Pass
the needle back up the new
tooth and through the next 2S and 1C on the main
8 Repeat this process adding 1C extra to each tooth until you reach the middle C
row (fig i).
bead on the main string. Now reduce the teeth by 1C at a time. Pass the needle back7 Make the next tooth here adding 2C beads in
wards and forwards along the main string twice to make it strong turning the needle
plain ladder stitch and the 3rdC with 1S to either
through the clasp ends a before finishing off the thread ends.
side as before.

Right-Angle Weave

this combination of
Shiny Patchwork Mix
and silver lined crystal
seed beads really
sparkles.

fig f

Thread on 1C, 1S, 1C, 1S, 1C, 1S, 1C
and 1S. Pass the needle through the
first 1C, 1S, 1C, 1S and 1C (fig 7). You
wil have made a square.

fig 7

Thread on 1S, 1C, 1S, 1C, 1S, 1C and
1S. Pass the needle through the C
bead on the edge of the previous
square to make a new square (fig 8).

Little Boxes Bracelet

1 Prepare the needle with
1.5m of double thread and
tie a keeper bead 10cm from
the end.
2 Thread on 1C, 3S, a clasp
bead and 4S. Pass the needle back through the first S
bead of the 4S and the clasp
bead. Thread on 3S.
3 Pass through the C bead in
the same direction as before
(fig j) to form a triangular
shaped support for the clasp
bead.

fig j

Rainbow Bracelet

Make this in the same way as the Smoky Tones
Three-Row Necklace with as many extra rows as you
want. We’ve added a few spikes (see fig f) to alternate S beads to add a bit more texture to one
of the rows.

fig 8

Pass the needle through the first 1C,
1S, 1C, 1S and 1C of the new square
to be ready to start the next square
(fig 9). Repeat figs 8 and 9 until the
work is long enough.
fig 9
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4 This C bead is the first bead
of the right angle weave see the Right-Angle Weave
instruction box - and note
the first yellow C bead in fig
7.
5 Starting with 1S, 1C, 1S, 1C,
1S, 1C and 1S complete the
first square as in fig 7. Now
work the rest of the length
following figs 8 and 9.
6 Make a triangular shape
support for the bead loop at
the far end as for the clasp
bead in fig j.

